Asynchronous Day 3-13-15
Feature an Artist
Art is what you can get away with.
– Andy Warhol

Your project is to create a one-page document of a mock social media posting (Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram) for a famous artist. You are creating this page from the artists' point of view. You must include:
*Profile picture
*Birthdate
*Hometown
*A status update that tells about an accomplishment made by the artist. (Example: I still can't believe I am one of the first abstract painters!)
*Responses to your status update from any three other famous artists. Include those artists' profile pictures as well.

OPTIONAL
*Favorite quote
*Hobbies and interests
*Favorite movies
*Hidden talent

Feel free to add other interesting information about the artist. Remember, you are the artist.

Research famous artists of your choice or chose from this list of artists below:
Jacob Lawrence Romare Bearden Pablo Picasso
Jackson Pollock Wassily Kandinsky Piet Mondrian
Faith Ringgold Jasper Johns Vincent VanGogh

PRINT YOUR PAGE, SUBMIT HAND-DRAWN ARTWORK OR EMAIL TO MS. PICCOLO @cpiccolo@teachers.kusd.edu

Yes, my son/daughter would like to use the lab on Friday, March 13th.
• The computer lab at Lincoln Middle School will be open for students to work on this project if they choose. This is optional!
• Students must sign up by Thursday, March 12th, in order to reserve a spot.
• Doors will open 15 mins. prior to the start time.
• Students will be supervised.

Circle one time slot: 8:30-9:45am 10:00-11:30am

Student Name: _____________________________
Team Name: _______________ Grade: _______
Parent Name: _______________________________
Parent Signature: __________________________
Contact Number: __________________________